[Induction of immunologic tolerance to transplantation antigens using conditioning of the lymphocyte genome of the recipient with ribonucleic acid from the donor].
The phenomenon of specific immunosuppression which we call "immunologic tolerance" constitutes the final result common to diverse processes partially known. The study of the phenomena inter or intra cellular involved in the divese mechanisms of production, however constitutes a field which is quite obscure. The explanation of these phenomena could offer us some fundamental knowledge towards the better understanding and subsequent manipulation of the process. This present project of investigation proposes to study the possibility of transferring one of these states of tolerance which is better established as is the spontaneous tolerance to the proper antigens of an animal (donor) to a second animal (receptor) genetic and for that reason, antigenically different, through an informational molecule such as the ribonucleo acid (RNA) extracted from the donor animal. This hypothesis is based theoretically on the following points: 1) The state of "self-immunologic tolerance" is probably an active and dynamic phenomenon, in which one can determine the presence of lymphocytes with receptors for proper antigens, without establishing in normal conditions an efferent phase of the immunologic answer, which determines an effect on this antigen. 2) The effective immunologic reactivity (allergic answer) of a determined animal is transferable to a second non-sensitized animal through RNA from the first animal. In this study we present the results of the conditioning of the allogenic reactivity of one strain of mice, through the exposition of the same to RNA extracted from one congenic-resistent strain with respect to first.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)